
There has never 
been an online 
surgical education 
resource as 
comprehensive, as 
content rich, and as 
tightly integrated 
with your 
curriculum as 
AccessSurgery from 
McGraw-Hill.



AccessSurgery’s unique curriculum-

based approach combined with its 

unmatched resources and student-

specific features makes it an essential 

part of any resident education program. 

Your institution can incorporate the 

world’s finest references, videos, 

animations, and updates into your 

curriculum.



AccessSurgery delivers all this:

 A complete library of cornerstone surgery titles

 Must-know procedures

 More than 160 narrated videos and animations

 100 differential diagnoses

 Interactive board review

 Quick Answers

 NEW! Clerkship Corner

 Semantic and full-text search capability

 Personalization features 

 Custom Curriculum tool



AccessSurgery includes content from more than a dozen world-
renowned surgical textbooks, including:

 Schwartz’s Principles of Surgery, 9e

 Zollinger’s Atlas of Surgical 

Operations, 8e

 CURRENT Diagnosis & Treatment 

Surgery, 13e

 Maingot’s Abdominal Operations, 11e

 Smith's General Urology

 Adult Chest Surgery

 Kuerer’s Breast Surgical Oncology

Textbooks



The site is continuously updated with online-only material such as:

 Videos

 Schwartz’s Principles of Surgery chapter updates



The site is continuously updated with online-only material such as:

 Editor’s journal reviews



Procedures



Procedures



AccessSurgery presents the 

operations and core competencies 

most commonly encountered in a 

surgical residency with more than 

160 narrated videos and 

animations covering topics 

ranging from Airway Management 

to Vascular Procedures

Multimedia





100 differential diagnoses can 

be searched by symptom or 

disease for instant answers to 

clinical questions

DDx



DDX



The fully-integrated drug database, searchable by generic and U.S. 
brand name, provides information on:

 Indications and usage

 Contraindications 

 Warnings/Precautions

 Interactions

 Dosing

 Administration

 Patient education in English and 
Spanish 

Drugs



Interactive Board Review features nearly 3,000 ABSITE-style Q&A from:

 Schwartz’s Principles of Surgery: 
Self-Assessment and Board Review, 
8e

 Surgery Review Illustrated

Users can select a topic to be tested on 
and AccessSurgery will randomly 
generate a set of questions, tally 
their score, and email the score to 
any address provided. AccessSurgery 
enables residents to measure 
themselves and focus on the topics 
and subjects that they need to 
master. 

Q&A





The Clerkship Corner connects medical students with resources and 
functionality specifically designed to assist them on their surgical clerkship.
With Clerkship Corner, users who log on as medical students can access:

 Textbook recommendations
tailored to medical students 

 Cases to prepare students for 
surgical situations they are likely to 
encounter 

 Q&A created for clerks 

 Content organized by Organ 
Systems and Core Topics to help 
prep students for the USMLE Step 2 
CK and shelf exams 

 Search results that display clerk-
recommended resources—as well as 
more advanced content for further 
reference 

Clerkship Corner





Custom Curriculum is a powerful online tool for managing residency 
curriculum, enabling program directors and instructors to:

 Incorporate AccessSurgery and 
other medical content into 
assignments and activities

 Monitor and report mastery of 
required topics by resident or 
rotation

 Create, manage, and save rotations 
and resident education more 
efficiently

Custom Curriculum helps program 
directors and instructors effectively 
educate surgical residents and 
makes remediation needs more 
visible.

Custom Curriculum



Through the Custom Curriculum tool residents can: 

 Study procedures in detail using 
faculty-selected resources

 Test themselves and track their 
performance and areas for 
improvement

Residents can actively participate in 
their education, making the most of 
their experience in residency.



All AccessSurgery content is 
semantically tagged to give 
users the most relevant search 
results possible



My AccessSurgery allows users to create a personal profile to:

 Log onto their account

 Save and download images and text 
for educational use 

 Retrieve assignments from their 
instructors

My AccessSurgery



意見交流~


